A screenshot from Crowdsourcing.org, an online community and source of information for crowdsourcing projects, briefly defines crowd creativity as the "[t]apping of creative talent pools to design and develop original art, media or content. Crowdsourcing is used to tap into online communities of thousands of creatives to develop original products and concepts, including photography, advertising, film, video production, graphic design, apparel, consumer goods, and branding concepts" 1 Figure 1 Such an understanding of crowdsourcing creative labor, though limited, demonstrates a widespread comprehension of the results of such processes to be products of some determinable value for sale and consumption. The ideologies informing the practice of crowdsourcing
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In that time, though, Dubai has fashioned itself into a financial and cultural capital of the Middle East and has become one of the dominant sites of media production in the region (perhaps second only to Egypt). 4 Though very different in these aspects, both cities are remarkably similar in their relative importance as major nodes for transnational flow of finance capital, of goods through their ports and roads, and of people for their respective labor markets.
These positions of importance have consequently led to an influx of large populations of migrant or foreign workers. 5 For Los Angeles, these workers include the Mexican agriculture and railroad workers initially recruited through the Bracero Program of the mid-20th century, 6 as well as the present-day skilled workers in the United States (often of South Asian nationality) who enter on the temporary H-1B visa. Though temporary, these workers make up a very important, and very large, percentage of the skilled labor in the US technology industries. Dubai, on the other hand, could easily be called a city of foreigners, who sometimes account for up to 90 percent of its population. Nearly all of these foreigners are in Dubai to fill jobs in the private sector, namely construction, finance, leisure, or hospitality. 7 Thanks to advances in both travel and communication technologies, along with developments in trade and immigration policies, these cities have become key epicenters for such movements of people and work. The move toward liberalization since the1980s has also resulted in increased deregulation, privatization, and transnationalization of corporations that is especially visible in these cities, which have seen an upsurge of in-migration of large populations from the Global South seeking employment. In some ways, these laborers, often paid significantly less than citizen workers, are necessary to the local economies, yet they have become major points of controversy. In Los Angeles, such workers make up the bulk of laborers in the agricultural, service, and manual labor industries 5 today. Dubai, on the other hand, has a labor force that ranges anywhere from 85 to 95 percent foreign workers, with these including the more elite entrepreneurs, bankers, and technology workers, as well as the most precarious of workers: hospitality, domestic, and construction workers (the majority from South Asia or the Pacific). or it can be incredibly labor-intensive (long-term community activist blogging), but the work of these individuals often is followed by varying levels of recognition and valuation that range from international awards to total anonymity. The reasons for such variation can be the avoidance of personal harm (in the case of undocumented individuals in California), or the established practices that reward a select group of authors.
In examining these texts and contexts, it is especially valuable to look at digital texts made and distributed via the internet, because of the perception of the internet as a democratic space. As has been argued since the early 1990s by Lisa Nakamura, Anna Everett, and others, these narratives have proven to be utopian and idealistic; and as I argue in this article, even attempts to 6 use digital tools in a collaborative and collective manner, and to incorporate a multitude of voices through the more public space of the internet, may encounter problems of power and Pullinger will be writing a print novel that will be a companion piece to the project overall.
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Like the news article that revived the unidentified foreign man whose life had to be pieced back together by investigative journalists and police, the Flight Paths project called on the users from the larger community to contribute a variety of media and texts that would then be used to create a larger narrative. What can be observed from the framework of this project, however, is that although the input of others is solicited, two main people work in a more active capacity to curate and shape the final project. Pullinger and Joseph also have complete control of the print novel that will be a companion to this collaboratively authored digital piece, though we can assume that it will be influenced by the digital story. Additionally, the larger online Flight Paths
Universe incorporates all of the contributed media and is home to the project blog. This "universe" has seen some minor transformations since the project's inception. When I first encountered Flight Paths in 2010, the universe home page had fewer tabs, including the 11 "About," "Blog," "New Contributions," "Previous Contributions," and "Partners/Refugee
Resources" tabs.
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Currently, the universe has an additional "Kate's Research" tab, Figure 6 signifying that the site also serves as Pullinger's online space to accumulate materials for her writing, something that other contributors cannot do (at least not as visibly or directly in relation to the Flight Paths pages).
In the most simplistic terms, this situating of Pullinger's work, visually on the site, privileges traditional notions of authorship that have been important to discussions of the viability of collaborative creative labor, but it also speaks to the immediate concerns of collective participation and thematic cohesiveness. Following the earlier experiment in collective novel authorship done by Penguin Books, A Million Penguins (in which Pullinger was also involved), which has been widely deemed ambitious but incomprehensible, scholars and media theorists such as Douglas Rushkoff have argued that these projects demonstrate that "every book needs its author." 17 The promotion of the five flash chapters on the front page of the Flight Paths site encourages this traditional notion of authorship and production by suggesting that these chapters, rather than the more collaborative and expansive "universe," are the centerpiece of the project. Since then, it has been included in the second volume of the Electronic Literature Organization (ELO)'s Electronic Literature Collection. 21 In this anthology, Flight Paths is characterized as "a digital fiction thriller intended for print and e-book." 22 Because the project is still under development, it is not clear how the texts will ultimately end up. Even so, the text as it exists is already ripe for analysis.
For VozMob, the aim was less about creating a text than it was about creating a platform for actively documenting the lives of day laborers, or jornaleros, as they unfolded through media shared via mobile technologies such as SMS (short messaging service, or text) and MMS (multimedia messaging service). The act of documentation was at the heart of this project, and this started very early during meetings within the community, namely at IDEPSCA, with meetings between developers, community organizers, members, and volunteers, who were all invested in the idea of empowering people through technology. 23 Additionally, because many of 15 the active collaborators were and are graduate students and researchers, there was a commitment to theory and research. In the official promotional video, VozMob , Although these possible problems could limit participation in the project, the blog and site that ultimately materialize appear to be relatively well populated and primarily democratic, though with perhaps an even smaller body of regular participants than Flight Paths. All bloggers contributing information to the site are given their own profiles, Figure 9 linking to all of their blog entries. Once media is uploaded to the site, it is labeled "Stories,"
regardless of media type, and is listed under the New Stories section of the VozMob home page.
Certain stories are also highlighted in the scrolling Featured Stories section of the main page, rotating among several other featured stories. Unlike Flight Paths Universe, at the VozMob site there is no discernable person (or people) doing the work of curating and posting the information to the larger site. According to the site's editorial policy, "every VozMob blogger has the ability to promote their own stories to featured stories. Site editors are also able to promote any story to be a feature. Bloggers and site editors use their judgment to choose featured stories, based on the mission, objectives, and general editorial policies of VozMob.net." 25 Such a democratic, community-based system of ordering content suggests that there is no enforced hierarchy among the bloggers, and no types of media or information are more privileged than others. Instead, all uploads are available on the VozMob site, first arranged chronologically, and then searchable according to author or date.
In the end, VozMob endeavors to be not just a blog, but a site for the community. Unlike the There is no memorial to these men, and this piece will seek to address that," while noting that this is also an experiment "that could prove to be groundbreaking in its engagement with the networked environment and all the possibilities this environment offers to writers and readers." 26 Much like the utopian rhetoric used by capitalist policymakers and the transnational classes who benefit from neoliberal economic policy,
Pullinger and Joseph here evoke the idealistic language of early techno-utopianism, which 19 declared the internet as the first and only true democratic space. For Pullinger and Joseph, the internet represents opportunity, and so long as they invest wisely (time, work, expertise), they will be rewarded with a profitable, recognizable accomplishment-in this case, a humane "monument." Pullinger and Joseph's end product, or as it stands in its five-chapter form at the start of 2012, is as much a heartfelt tribute to men like Yacub as it is a troubling salvific endeavor that recuperates the subaltern experience.
Although it makes a strong statement, the text presents a facile depiction of Yacub's experiences.
Clearly, he must have suffered horribly as a worker to take the extreme risk of stowing away on an airplane. With this in mind, it is puzzling how little of Yacub as a character is actually offered to readers, and how spare is the depiction of his life in Dubai. For example, the first slide in Such a description suggests that the work site was overcrowded but does not speak to other poor conditions, such as low pay, long hours, extreme weather, intimidation, employment instability, and lack of safety precautions, which led Yacub's real-life counterparts to strike or flee to alternate work sites. Here, the text seems to suggest blame not only for the companies employing too many men, but also for the workers who attempt to work where they are not needed. The image itself, of a small cluster of dark men, the "too many men," centered in a bright yellow setting, implies that for Yacub, the men are the threats-not the larger, global structures that institutionalize disparities along hemispheric or national lines, and which keep men like Yacub in these precarious, risky positions by granting corporations the power to employ them without providing adequate protections necessary for humane working conditions.
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When we next see Yacub, at least a full year has passed, and he is returning to Dubai after time off. In reality, his plan is to hide himself in the wheel bay of an airplane headed to London instead. In this series of slides in Chapter 2, "Yacub at the Airport," the alien but bright setting of Dubai is exchanged for the dark, monochromatic, metallic coldness of the technological hub of an airport. If we turn to VozMob, we see that it manages to do some things more successfully than Flight Paths-for example, social justice and political education-but in terms of aesthetics and storytelling, it does not use the capacities offered by digital media to engage audiences as well as simply offers an image of a man on a ladder, photographed from below.
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Posted by Marquitos, the caption states, "And we don't give up defeated, we always continue!"
Like most of the images on the site, the quality is grainy and not very clear. Such aesthetics evoke the working-class demographics of the contributor, and the unsteadiness of the perceived photographer suggests that the image was snapped in a stolen moment at work at a precarious job site. This photo, along with the exclamation, acts as a simple, clear testament to the sacrifice these workers must make every day. For them, working is dangerous, but it becomes part of their 31 daily lives and identities; and capturing their work and sharing it becomes a brave act of giving testimony, often associated with the defiance of bearing witness. Rather than make a story to memorialize another, the bloggers for VozMob capture fragments of their own challenging lives to share and communicate in bits and pieces, so often invisible and unimportant to the average citizen. Unfortunately, not all of the posts to VozMob are so succinct and poignant in their communication strategies. In the end, the individual authors are given the freedom to tell their stories as they see fit.
Looking at these two texts and their approach to collaboration is very telling, and it has important implications for ongoing and future collaborative projects, especially in terms of labor, which here surfaces not just as a social and political issue, but also as a concern for the creative process. According to Pullinger and Joseph, the collaborative, digitally enabled writing process of Flight Paths had the potential to be "ground-breaking in its engagement with the networked environment and all the possibilities this environment offers to writers and readers," but was this the end result? 30 Collaboration itself would have indeed been a fascinating way to combine multiple perspectives, considering the transnational and global nature of the narrative, which starts in Pakistan, sojourns in the Middle East, and ends in England. However, this discourse of collaboration enabled through technology smacks of digital utopianism, especially when the collaborative nature of the project becomes questionable; in this case, the text proves problematic because the editorial and curating process highlights the power inequalities that play out in the process of representation.
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The social network that Flight Paths facilitates is arguably less about connecting and sharing, and more about collecting information so that a few (namely Pullinger and Joseph) can produce.
On the other hand, VozMob presents us with a model that is more open, but also less readable. I must also note that it would be a little too simplistic to say that the potentialities and constraints of one textual form perpetuate economic and labor injustices, or that the other is more democratic and immediate. I won't hide the fact that I find VozMob the more productive of the two texts, though it is clearly not without its problems. Perhaps it is the capacity for self-representation, with all the shortcomings that this allows, that I find more liberating and transformative, rather than the already entitled position of authors and artists who have the ability to write the imagined story of a man, now dead.
Is there a way to write the story of Mohamed Ayaz so that his horrific experiences can function to commemorate him and others like him? I think that Amitava Kumar's attempt, in his short tortured essay "Flight," which imagines Ayaz's circumstances, the possibilities surrounding him, and then relates these back to the privileged status of the author, might be the only way to commemorate a life so little known and a voice that had no opportunity to narrate its own story. He is flying.
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For Kumar, the author, writing from the perspective of another who is in a position so materially and socially different is impossible. All the author can do, in such a case, is speculate. For Kumar, he also hopes. It is not an optimistic hope that Ayaz will reach his destination, because the reality has already dictated otherwise. The hope is that Ayaz did not feel pain as he left this world.
For the writers of VozMob, a hope also underlies their work with the project: a hope for recognition that they are also people who deserve rights to citizenship and to safe working conditions, in a country that currently sees them as intruders and criminals and is willing to use them for their labor so long as it is cheap and they ask for nothing else. Because such a hope seems distant in the current political and economic climate, the writers take on the work of representation themselves, not willing to let others continue to misrepresent them, as has been done and to their detriment. Their work, then, is to produce a humanistic and heterogeneous polyphony of voices that brings complexity to a population that is continually dehumanized and made other.
Ultimately, I want to avoid arguing that collaborative digital storytelling about a disenfranchised and exploited population will result in problematic narratives. I believe the potential is there to create sensitive, well-informed, and socially transformative texts no matter the material form, but so much depends on the communities and individuals involved. When we take part in such endeavors, though, we must ask ourselves certain questions: How can migrant workers (or any community often mis-or underrepresented) be most productively represented or given voice?
How should collaborators be included in the production processes and the textual forms? How do we evaluate their work? And finally, how do we read these processes, and the resulting texts, against the work they are trying to do? The fear, for me, is that favoring the author over the crowd may reduce them to a "dark mass," as Yacub was, when the goal has been to grant him new life, to make his experiences human and relatable, like those represented by Madelou, Gonzalez Luis, or Marquitos.
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